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Has the Commonwealth a Future?
By A N T O N Y A L L O T T
HERE is the Commonwealth going: indeed, is it
going anywhere? Has the Commonwealth a future?
These may seem odd questions to ask at a time when
everyone-and by ' everyone ' I mean not only such
long-standing upholders of the Commonwealth idea as the British
Conservative Party and Mr. Menzies, but the newer and more
radical elements such as President Nknunah-is telling us what
a wonderful institution it is, and what a vital role it can play in
a world divided by racial and political antagonisms. But we have
to ask these questions because the Commonwealth has reached
another climacteric in its remarkable history: larval Empire
metamorphosed into the contemporary Commonwealth, but this
in its turn appears to be merely a transi~ionalform preceding the
emergence of the finished institution, which will, resemble its
original shape as little as the butterfly does the caterpillar.
These somewhat sombre doubts and reflections have been
occasioned by the recent Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Conference, where two problems were for the first time adumbrated.
The first_ of these concerned South Africa, or, to speak more
exactly, the question of how other Commonwealth members
should treat South Africa; the second was also connected with
eligibility for Commonwealth membership, though from the contr?ify p o k t of GEw-iiamely,'\ilhether any limit should be placed
on the admission of former British dependencies into full
membership.
I t will be the task of the next Prime Ministers' Conference
to define its collective attitude on these points; political history,

even the doctrines of constitutional law, will be of little assistance
t r ~them at that moment, for, as we recognize by now, the Commonwealth's history has been one of pragmatically- inspired
innovation or improvisation, and there is nothing in the way of
novel structure that the politicians can devise for which the
constitutional lawyers cannot find an appropriate legal framework
or expression.
T o take the South African problem first: the fact that the
Union has-decided by its recent referendum to adopt a republican
form of government has given rise to a vast amount of discussion
on the incidental consequences of such a step, for example, on
whether the declaration of a republic would automatically put the
Union outside the Commonwealth, and whether this in its turn
would terminate South Africa's right to Commonivealth preferences. These are vital matters, integral to any examination of
the Commonwealth relationship; but they appear to me of minor
importance compared to the major revolution in Commonwealth
inter-relationships which might be produced by the censuring,
still more the expulsion, of the Union on the grounds of its
racial policies.
Until now, the practice of the Commonwealth has been clear:
the Prime Ministers' Conference, as the highest organ of the
~smmo?nvea~~h,does not- pass- judgment on the demestic-affairs
of member-countries. I n the words of the communique issued by
the P_rime Ministers last May: 'The Commonwealth is an
association of independent sovereign states, each responsible for
its own policies'. This point was recently reaffirmed by Mr.
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The Listener's Book Chronicle
The Liberal Hour. By John Kenneth planners can do about that. Or, if advocates of publication of his English Arcadia for ten years
modern art claim that we are by no means in because of 'the imputations of arrogancie, imGalbraith. Hamish Hamilton. 18s.
Reviewed by S I R R O Y N A R R O D

IT IS ALWAYS A PLEASURE to read Professor Galraith, H e has a lively and lucid style, a plentimour. He drives his points well home and
is volume contains some thoughts already

The Great CrasIa, 1929. There is also a good
ing, of people, and historical re-

policy should take

,-for -instance, be-a .cycle .increatiwe.
output of fine art,, and later become exusted, so that the world goes through a period
doldrums. Thexe is nothing that the economic

such a phase now, yet the forms and manner- mitation, affectation, and even absurd ignorance,
isms of the best contemporary art may be such which I feared Envie would unjustly lay upon
as not to have a wide appeal. Again there is me'. Finzlly, after Shakespeare's death, Marknothing the planners can do: And there is a ham recorded that he had 'ever loved and
further question. It may be that the genetic admired ' Southampton, and that he lived many
composition of the human family is such that years where he daily saw him.
for the majority artistic manifestations can never
We may present Mr. Gittings with a further
be a consuming interest. If this is too pessimis- piece of evidence. Markham not only invokes
tic, we may at least be sure that wider extension the ghost of Essex's brother to inspire his w ~ r k
of interest in the manifestations of art can only but in his earlier poem he invokes another
be promoted by those for whom interest in art ' affable, familiar ghost', Sir Richard Grenviile,
is a reaI passion. Somehow they wiil have to to perform the same service.
convey their enthusiasms and appreciations to a
Nevertheless it is difficult to regard Mr. Gitlarger_number,The wridm o
f Professor Gal- --tinges-argufnents as cozincing. It is not really
braith does not seem to suggest that he is him- possible to dissociate the identiFjr of 3Ee TFZl
self one of those for whom art means much. poet from that of the patron to whom the
Otherwise would not so excellent a writer, with sonnets were addressed; and here Mr. Gittings
a great command of English prose, have thought becomes non-committal, suggesting Essex, Souththat, by some turn of phrase or sequence of ampton, and Wingfield as possibilities. Yet Essex
clauses, he might introduce into his own writing, was married, and Shakespeare's friend was not;
now and then, a touch of beauty, or something and if the sonnets were written to someone else,
that'would appeal to the deeper emotions? He there seems no real reason why Shakespeare
is forceful, convincing and amusing; but there should feel that a poem about the Essex family
is at the same time a certain harshness. One feels was a threat to his relations with his patron.
that there is rather a wide gulf between the outMr. Gittings, however, makes a number of
rook of this advocate of economic reform and incidental hits, notably his proof that Berowne's
those~artistic types in New York, whom he soliloquy conflates two passages from Nashe's
praises so highly-a
gulf which is perhaps Utzfortunate Traveller. He also makes some
typical of the American social stratification and questiqnable statements. Meres was referring not
constitutes a flaw in its ' way of l i e
to the' subject-matter but to the sweetness of
versification when he called the sonnets
' sugared '; Shakespeare uses ' portraiture ' in a
Shakespeare's Rival. By Robert Gittings. serious context in Hamlet and would not laugh
Heinemann. 18s.
at Markham for using the word; and Holofernes
Mr. Gittings, having introduced Isabella Jones does not attempt to use classical metres in his
into ?he biography of Reats, now attempts to Pageant of the Nine Worthies.
KENNETH
MUIR
solve the most intriguing of unsolved literary
problems-the identity of the rival poet of the
Sonnets. His candidate is Gervase Markham.
He uses a number of converging arguments. Party Politics. Volume I: Appeal to
the People. By Sir Ivor Jennings.
Guilpin referred to Markham as one whose
'Subject's rich' (punning on the name of
Cambridge. %2 5s.
Sidney's Stella) and whose ' Muse soars a Fal- This volume, the first of a trilogy, is an
con's gallant pitch', which Mr. Gittings takes examination of a form of government which
to be an allusion to the Shakespeare crest, newly rests on the idea of appeal to the people. What
acquired. Then Armado, playing the part of persons and elements make the appeal, what
Hector, says ' I am that flower '; and Markham, persons and classes respond to the appeal and
in his version of the Song of Songs, uses the propaganda of the politicians, is here examined
words ' I am that rose'. So Armado, though with that solid and careful learning, and that
originally a partial portrait of Perez, was altered clarity of exposition that has made the author
in 1597 to satirize Markham. We may ask, how- the acknowledged master to students of politics
ever, why Shakespeare introduced no reference in this country. The first part, 'the constituento horsemanship on ti-hich Itlarkcam was cies ', sets out the changes in the distribution of
notoriously expert.
seats made by the various reform bills, while the
Mr. Gittings supposes that Dcvoreux, xx7ritten second, ' the electors ', deals with those who hold
in praise of the Essss family, 172s %hepoem to the parliamentery franchise. Sir Ivor Jennings
which Shakespeare was referring ironically in expounds this mass of di%cult information with
' the proud full sail of his great verse '; and that a master hand. He uses the typographical device
a stanza in the same poem, entitled 'The of the ' box ', set well in the middle of the page,
Tombe', was the cause of Shakespeare's lineclearly presenting the facts and figures with
When others would give lrfe, and bring a' tomb. which he is dealing. There are eighty of these
(Mr, Gittings dogs no~rnentionthat, in a En- tables and they greatly assist comprehension of
net addressed to Southampion, Markham speaks a diEcdi and-infricati: SXub7eet. In clfapter-ten,
of his lines as ' the grave '.)
at the end, he has what he calls a primer of
After being guyed in Love's LabouiZs Lost, electioneering which includes a critique of recent
hlarkham ceased to address the Essex circle in studies in electoral subjects, the Nuffield College
print till long afterwardq and he withheld the election histories and other works. From this
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he sets for& thirteen propositions about contemporary politics : nor all will agree with them,
but all are maintained by careful argument.
The middle part of the book deals with the
practice of appeal to the people under such
titles as ' mob oratory ', ' indirect propaganda ',
'rank and class '. Here the author is treading
on ground in which exact facts are often not to
be found and he examines with judicious reserve
these baffling questions of the effect of rank,
class, schools and colleges, trade unions, literature and broadcasting. Here he is on the ground
of political psychology, a mysterious subject on
which we have lacked an individual, illurninating mind since Graham Wallas. The proportions
of his present book do not give him the space
to go very deeply or subtly into all this, to deal
with the exceptions to rules, with secondary
reactions. I n face of the uncertainties of political
diagnosis he is admirably restrained and judicious: he does not perhaps stand sufficiently in
a-f
the mystg-of politics.
I n his examination of class and politics and
education and politics Sir Ivor finds a bias in
the system to conformity in politics and religion.
This is illustrated in many ways and while he
shows how the social and political system is
far from closed, the conformist bias always
asserts itself. Nowhere does he tell us whether
he approves or disapproves of this. But it may
be observed that those who gladly accept this
state of affairs rarely talk about it, least of all

an end to titles of nobility and rank a
bly challenge the institution of monar

war or intolerant despotism. In c
stand the constitutional monarchies, mainly
Protestant,
of the Atlantic.

class and upbringing; and indeed the sexual

Lady Chatterley's Lover
By D.
An atmosphere of hysteriga
not one in which a book ma

0
.,

I have read it twice recently, and straig

And here, for all its low temperature and care- moving the second time than the first; but
ful statement, the book provides explosive total impression seemed on both occasions
material.
same. Here was the mature work of a
The author has much to say about the artist, a novel which for all its occasional 1
political effects of religious broadcasts. What ness was seriously intended to touch the
the B.B.C. seeks is conformity with 'Qne of which had been composed with great thor
the churches in the main stream of historic ness, and which was, like most of L~~
Christianity .
it is in other words deliberate more extended works, grounded in moral
propaganda directed towards conformity w i p If I had to say what that protest consisted of,
the churchgoing minority. Except probably in I would say that in simplest terms it is the
Wales and more doubtfully in Scotland, this championship of good sexual relations against
would be propaganda for the Conservative bad ones: warm-hearted sexuality against cyniParty, though not deliberately so '. And in his cal and cold-hearted self-indulgence and exchapter on education he observes that while ploitation. Asked to say as briefly as possible
there are minority movements, 'the median is what happens in the book, I would say that it
right of centre as in the Church of England it- charts the progress of its two chief characters
self. Oxford and Cambridge have since the from the desolation and forlornness in which we
Reform Act been centres of moderate Conserva- first find them-and to which they have been
tism, with occasional movements either way'.
reduced by present or past adversity-towards
And he illustrates very well how ' the ruling a state which holds out a promise of hard-won
few' tend to arrive via Oxford or Cambridge happiness. I cannot put it otherwise.
whether by talent or wealth; he notes especially
Others, apparently, can. We are told in a letter
how the second generation in a rising family to THELISTENER
of November 17 that 'as several
are drawn into the Anglican-Conservative nexus. critics have been quick to point out, Mellors
All this may be accepted as a valid generaliza- already had a wife, and Lady Chatterley seems
tion. I t is possible that Professor Jennings may to have had no compunction about breaking up
be underestimating the radical potentialities of that marriage, so long as she satisfied her own
the Church and the effects of the new lower lusts (she wasn't chaste even before she married
class-and-economic status of its clergy. While Chatterley), while she apparently had no pity
he speaks of the churchgoing minority as wield- for her unfortunate crippled husband. And
ins an instrument of propaganda over a non- Lawrence shows no interest in what might have
churchgoing majoriry, it may be that the in- been the fate of any illegitimate children that
different maiorlty would react violently to anti- might have been born '. This is all wrong: in
religious broadcasts which might seem at first
sight to be justified. But if those who are really has been long parted from his wife,
concerned to terminate the rule of 'the Establishment ' want to effect their purpose, it would
seem that they must go ail out to end or severely
limit religious broadcasts, to dissolve or take
over the public schools, to end the ancient
universities' mono~olyof talent and spread it
over all others. Indeed they should also put
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The Writing on the Wall. An account
of the Last Days of Pompeii.
By Jack Lindsay. RIuller. 25s.
Lord Lytton's account of Pompeii as it was just
before the disaster is heavy with brooding and
nameless evils. Jack Lindsay, on the other hand,
is concerned only to fill in the correct and
concrete details for us. Lytton's city, like Sodom
or Babylon, is a mythical city which God has
condemned for its vices: Mr. Lindsay's is
merely a thriving mercantile township which,
like all other sea ports, must provide carnal
entertainments for many different types of
visitor. Mr. Lindsay, in fact, disposes of
Pompeii's legendary wickedness; the place was
no better and no worse than the Rome of
Catullus or the Naples of our own time. True,
this is not much of a recommendation by sound
middle-class standards, but by the standards of
history it is commonplace enough.
Mr. Lindsay, rhen, has carefully and senslbhJ
reduced this preposterous mountain of depravltY
down to its proper proportions as a mole-hill

